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Abstract 
The development of the urban highway in and around the city has created vast quantities of left over spaces that seldom integrated into formal 
planning and design. Vague on purpose, the interstitial spaces formed from these concrete “rivers” are referred as lost spaces. This paper aims to 
explore the urban interstices and investigate its possible usage. Site observation and photographic recordings of a case study were employed. The 
site characteristics were recorded in which findings suggested that the interstitial spaces have the potential to be planned and designed to cater 
adjacent community needs and usage. 
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1.0 Introduction 
This conceptual paper explores the potential and suggests possible usage of the often overlooked left over spaces that are the 
byproduct of elevated urban highways. As the number of private vehicles rises and urban area expands so does demand for better 
connectivity. The increase in demand thus drives the development of roadways within the urban area primarily the construction of 
highways. Following this, transportation infrastructure is one of the major drivers of landscape change worldwide (Bürgi et al. 2004; 
Forman et al. 2003; Meyer and Turner 1994). Landscape fragmentation caused by transportation infrastructure has some effects on 
almost all components of landscapes, including aesthetic, ecological, historical, and recreational qualities (Forman et al. 2003; 
National Research Council 2002; Canters,1995;). The development of high-performance infrastructure particularly highways that 
dissect though urban spaces have resulted in the formation of empty and leftover spaces.  

The spaces along and under elevated highways affect the way we experience the city. They disconnect neighbourhoods, produce 
undesirable views, and act as physical and psychological barriers making the pedestrian experience unpleasant (Trancik, 1986). 
Adding to this, the unclear territoriality of these spaces sometimes leads to land misuses such as dumping debris, abandoning of cars, 
or illegal activities (Hamersma et al., 2017; Shoaib and Ghendy, 2013; Mohamad and Kiggundu, 2007; Nor, 2001; Gee, 2002; Trancik, 
1986). The inappropriate use of the vacant spaces under elevated highways might lead to social and economic problems in addition to 
being unsightly and lowering the value of adjacent properties (Halprin, 1966).  

Elevated highways are described as pieces of infrastructure which seldom attract people‟s affection and pose a constant 
provocation, although practical and financial reasons suggest to simply accepting their presence. (Harnack and Cohler, 2011). 

https://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.21834/e-bpj.v2i6.966&amp;domain=pdf&amp;date_stamp=2017-11-13
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Following this, Crisman, (2012) stated that the resulting interstice, “a space that intervenes between one thing and another,” often 
generates seemingly uninhabitable zones and problematic discontinuities in the physical and social fabric. Issues relating to the 
formation and unclear function of these lost spaces has mostly been discussed in the western world and still limited within surrounding 
region (Sanches and Pellegrino, 2016; Clements, 2013; Qamaruz-Zaman et al., 2013; Hormingo and Morita, 2004).  

 
1.1 Issues, aim and objective of study 
Scholars, designers and planners, spanning multiple fields of practice, have noted that the issue is a result from of a lack of integration 
during the planning and design process, and that the problem of left over spaces is indeed a gap that is to be addressed (Akinci et al., 
2016; Prasetyo & Iverson 2014; Crisman, 2009, Mossop, 2006; Trancik, 1986). Barter's study (2004) disclosed significant issues 
about highways in Kuala Lumpur which demonstrates the high ratio of highways as compared to the number of population (68 meters 
per 1000 population). Therefore, to address the issues at hand, there is a need to understand the current situation of the existing left-
over spaces which is the aim of this paper. Based on the stated aim, the objective of the study is to assess the typologies of spaces 
and its characteristics underneath elevated highway based on available literature as well as to explore the possibilities of usage for 
spaces underneath the elevated highway. 
 
 

2.0 Literature Review  
Since, the 1950s, scholars‟ and researchers‟ interest in urban highways and its impact on urban fabric has become prominent in both 
academic and popular culture writings. One prominent example was the movie “Citizen Jane: Battle for the City” which was opened on 
April 21, 2017 (Lawson, 2017). This rousing documentary was about journalist-activist, Jane Jacobs and her fight against elevated 
highways in New York City in the 1960s.  The following section provides insight into topics related to elevated highways as studied 
and investigated by previous researchers. 
 
2.1 The Traditional and Modern City Planning 
Discussion on urban highways would not be completed without referring to urban form and city planning. Urban highways were not 
present in the traditional urban form.  As shown in Figure 1, administrative and commercial buildings as well as public spaces in the 
traditional city were designed near to each other. Such layout would encourage walking activities as well as promote non-dependency 
on automobile and highways. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: The conceptual layout of traditional city 
(Source: Sahabuddin, 2011) 

 
Pu Miao (1990) has conducted an interesting study on the traditional urban form in Southeast China which explains the conceptual 

layout of a traditional city. She made a comparison of the characteristics of the layout of the traditional city in Southeast China and 
Western cities. Her findings revealed that the major circulations routes-streets and canals tended to form an orthogonal, symmetrical 
network such as "+" and "T". The most important street often ran north to south. Meanwhile, the "square" or "rectangular" is a type of 
space represented in the plaza or places of European medieval and Renaissance cities. 

Interestingly, as shown in Figure 2, the urban form of Kuala Lumpur illustrates Pu Miao‟s findings. It reflects the hybrid of the 
Eastern and Western style of urban form. Chinatown was developed by Yap Ah Loy, the Chinese Kapitan in mid 19 th Century, while in 
the late 19th century, the administrative centre around Sultan Abdul Samad Building was reformed by Sir Frank Swettenham (Gullick, 
2000). During the British Colonial Era, urban dwellers in Kuala Lumpur were non-automobile dependency. The walking distance 
between the administrative centre and the commercial area of Chinatown have eased pedestrian to move around.  
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The Problem 

Figure 1: Ancient City Concept 
 

Diagram above describes the layers forming an ancient city. The concept denies the 

existence of lost space. Normally, walking or cycling is the suitable methods of 

communication for this kind of city. 

Figure 2: Automobile Dependency City Concept 

 

„From the 1950s, the growth of suburbs was mainly taking place adjacent to major 

road corridors, leaving a lot of vacant/farm land in between. Later, intermediate 

spaces were gradually filled up, more or less coherently. Highways and ring roads, 

which circled and radiated from cities, have favored the development of suburbs and 

the emergence of important sub-centers that compete with the central business 

district for the attraction of economic activities.‟
 5 

  

 

Based on the above statement, the construction of road corridors have developed 

empty space in between, which also called ‘lost space’. 

_________________________ _________________________________________________________
5. Jean-Paul, R., 2006. Chapter 7: Urban transportation. In The geography of transport systems. New 
York: Taylor & Francis, p. 175. 
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Fig. 2: Map showing the meeting of Chinatown commercial district and the administrative centre around Sultan Abdul Samad Building at 
the confluence of Klang and Gombak Rivers 

(Source: https://assets.nst.com.my/images/articles/0870117LTpg18pix2.transformed.jpg) 

 
The industrial revolution was started in England in the 18th century, and it has a great impact on city planning and urban transport 

around the globe. In modern city planning (some authors refer as post industrial), urban transport has become significant and 
integrated into urban land use planning. Jacobs, (1961) in her classic book “The Death and Life of Great American Cities‟ commented 
that the urban planners and architect -Sir Patrick Geddes, Ebenezer Howard and Le Corbusier have embraced land use zoning in city 
planning. For instance, great arterial road system in Corbusier‟s Radiant City has had an immense impact on the urban and transport 
planning in Europe, United States of America and Asia.  

Merrilees et al. (2013) in their article, “City Branding: A Facilitating Framework for stressed Satellite Cities, discuss how workers 
and students travel to work in the major city and return to satellite city using congested highways. They define satellite cities as a 
phenomenon of population expansion, and changes in industrial bases, property development and demands for more affordable 
housing. Figure 3 illustrates the concept of satellite town in modern city planning. In contrast to the traditional urban fabric that 
promotes walking activities around cities, the zoning system in modern city planning has made urban dwellers highly dependent on 
urban highways. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3: The concept of satellite town in modern city planning, illustrating urban highways as important urban infrastructure that links sub-core and 
main core area 

(Source: Sahabuddin, 2011) 

 
After Malaysia gained independence from the British in 1957, Kuala Lumpur as a capital city has experienced rapid development 

that has changed the physical and social infrastructures. Petaling Jaya, Shah Alam, Putrajaya, Cyberjaya and Damansara have been 
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established to support population expansion, changes in industrial bases, property development and demands for more affordable 
housing. According to Dasimah (2001), it evident that urban inhabitant in these satellite cities is much dependent on urban highways.  

Urban highways such as the North-South Expressway (NKVE), Duta-Ulu Klang Expressway DUKE), New Pantai Expressways 
were constructed to facilitate urban commuters to travel to work. In this context, Mega malls often serve as major nodes between 
workplace and home, resulting in high dependency on urban highways for most urban residents (Figure 4). Barter (2004), provides 
several prominent examples of a high reliance on highways in Kuala Lumpur Metropolitan- IKEA in Cheras was established closed to 
MEX (The Maju Expressway), AEON Mall in Shah Alam and Mid Valley Mega Mall in Bangsar were built next to the Federal 
Highway. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4: Map showing urban Highways that connect the city of Kuala Lumpur with sub urban core-Damansara and Petaling Jaya 

(Source: http://vault.starproperty.my.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/keeping_the_loop_free_of_jams_-_dukemap.png) 

 
2.2 Infrastructural Urbanism 
The interdependence between infrastructure and urban development has always been one of the most important topics of urban 
planning (Hauck and Kleinekort, 2011). Urban highways that cut through or surround city centre have become one of the most visible 
infrastructures. The state of urban highways and its implication towards the urban fabric have been discussed in many academic 
writings. In this context, three ideologies have been observed. First, the conventional perspective in which highways were built to 
urban spatial connectivity and continuity (Brandão and Brandão, 2017). Often, elevated highways of the first generation have little 
aesthetic value (Figure 5), which was built with steel and pre fab concrete (Samuel, 2006). Second, the urban planners that embraced 
the car-based concept as part of their design philosophy. Wright's Broadacre City and Le Corbusier's vertical garden city were 
attempted to promote the notion of scenic parkways (Hauck and Kleinekort, 2011). The contemporary and innovative conversion of 
highways and make it more likeable landscape represent the third ideologies. Figure 6 demonstrates prominent instances from the 
third ideologies that are evident at John Fitzgerald Expressway in Boston which have been replaced by the underground Central 
Artery vis-à-vis The Big Dig (Samuel, 2006) and the Cheonggyecheon Stream that revolutionized a traffic-fill stretch of elevated 
highway in Seoul (Marshall, 2016). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 5: The conventional highway design using pre-fab concrete demonstrates lack of aesthetic value  
(Source: http://www.tcpl.com/images/portfolio_one/klph.jpg) 
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   (a)                                                                                                           (b) 
Fig. 6: Innovative highways-(a) The Big Dig, Boston and (b) the Cheonggyecheon Stream which was converted from elevated highway in 

Seoul 
(Source: https://cityworksinc.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/img_0232.jpeg 

http://www.globalrestorationnetwork.org/uploads/files/CaseStudyAttachments/123_seoul-1.jpg) 

 
2.3 Elevated highways and Urban spatial discontinuity 
The term „elevated highway or expressway‟ and „flyover‟ has interchangeably been used in academic writings. The former is often 
used in the context of United State of America (Samuel, 2006). The later, however, has commonly been accepted in the United 
Kingdom and most Commonwealth countries (Akinci et al. 2016). Throughout this paper, the term „elevated highway' has been 
adopted by the authors. The function of elevated urban highways that could transfer and mobile people around cities is 
understandable. Conversely, the presence of this urban type infrastructure somehow generates specific spaces with idiosyncratic 
spatial characteristics (Hauck and Kleinekort, 2011). The emergence of undefined and unusable of spaces under highways viaduct 
has been increased, which disrupted the urban space's landscape system, land use and public areas (Akinci et al. 2016). The 
undefined and unusable spaces under the elevated highways often referred as "interstitial space" (Wall, 2011), "terrain vague" (Rico, 
2011), “SLOAPS-Space leftover after planning, (Carmona, 2010), "gap spaces" (Hormingo and Morita, 2004), "wastelands", "derelict 
areas" (Doron, 2000) and "lost space" (Trancik, 1986). 

According to Engwicht, (1990), the diminishing of the social exchange spaces in urban fabric is directly proportional to the increase 
in spaces for transport mobility. Elevated highways have often been built in the following urban areas: surround urban periphery, river 
bank, industrial area and the one that cut through the low-income housing (Bisecker, 2015). On the one hand, development of this 
kind infrastructure would primarily increase the accessibility and mobility of urban dwellers. On the other hand, it has physically 
become barriers that separate district or neighbourhood. 

Saouma (2008) conducted a thorough analysis of the impact of elevated highways in the urban area. Her findings revealed six (6) 
types of impacts: [1] Symbol of progression, increase accessibility and mobility; [2] Dominant structure in urban fabric; [3] Segregate 
community or neighbourhood, become physical and psychological barrier and visual intrusion; [4] Produce undefined space which 
often misused; [5] Allow minimum natural lighting and poor ventilation at space under the elevated structure and [6] Generate negative 
spaces or lost spaces which always been neglected. The six impacts are shown in Figure 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 7: The six impacts of elevated highways in urban areas as explored and illustrated by Saouma 

Source: Saouma (2008) 

 
2.4 The innovative approach to transform lost space to vibrant and usable space 
As mentioned in section 2.2, many researchers have shown interest and attempted to transform the leftover spaces caused by 
elevated highways. Hence, the work of Hormingo and Morita (2004) is worthwhile to mention. Despite the lost spaces which often 
associated with negative activities or characteristics and unstable, the duo has been optimistic about this issue. They emphasized on 
how the gap spaces generated by elevated railways can be explored to improve the urban system connectivity. Their conceptual idea 
behind the "gap spaces" is shown in Figure 8. 
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Fig. 8: Gapspaces generated by elevated highway/railway (4a) and through innovative design, the gap space shall be connected (4b) 
(Source: Hormingo & Morita, 2004) 

 
To what extent cities have altered spaces under the elevated highways, can be found in both academic writings and popular 

writing such as magazine, newspapers, and electronic media. In the Western context, the contemporary approach on how the leftover 
spaces have been transformed into vibrant spaces is evident in Hauck (2011), (Bjarke Ingels Group, 2011), and Roloff (2011). Asian 
researchers such as Ari Prasetyo and Martin-Iverson (2015) and Qamaruz-Zaman et al. (2012) have also exhibited curiosity in this 
topic. The former conducted study at the Pashupati flyover, a highway connecting Bandung to Jakarta, while the latter focused on the 
potential of activities at two flyovers in Kuala Lumpur-the MRR2 and Penchala Link. For the past three years, revitalization of spaces 
under the elevated structures has become one of an important topic in the Online journals related to architecture, landscape 
architecture and urban planning and design (Jaffe, 2015). 
 

 

3.0 Methodology and Focus of Study 
This research employs a case study which allows the authors to examine contemporary phenomenon within the real-life situation 
using the qualitative method. Site observation and data collection of the left-over spaces on site were guided by a systematic 
framework established by Frank (2011). The framework allowed the authors to document systematically the activities, location, time, 
characteristics, site adaptation as well as the status of the activity within the studied site. The observed variables were analysed and 
summarized as represented in Table 1. Duta Ulu Kelang Expressway or abbreviated as DUKE is one of the expressway possesses 
one of the longest span total elevated route amongst the highway in Kuala Lumpur, hence the selection of this site as a case study. It 
is elevated, primarily parts that run across dense urban communities and neighbourhoods resulting in the presence of multiple 
interstitial spaces. Diverse in form, these spaces share the common conditions of enclosure, emptiness and in some parts unclear 
function. Along the expressway, these byproducts are enclosed by large scaled infrastructural forms in contrasting scale to the void it 
holds below. The site of the case study is located underneath the DUKE highway near the Jalan Pahang ramp and Sentul Pasar 
Interchange (Figure 9). As of current, the surrounding major site context includes religious institutions - Jamiul Ehsan Mosque, 
commercial lots as well as a newly built mix residential tower – The Reach @ Titiwangsa. The findings of this particular study were 
limited to the observation of the site at the particular span of time.  
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Fig. 9: Case Study location and context  
(Source: Google Maps) 

 

3.1 Case Study of DUKE Highway Phase 1: Jalan Pahang Ramp – Sentul Pasar Interchange  
DUKE Highway is an 18-km long highway spanning from Jalan Duta to Taman Hillview in Ulu Klang (Figure 10) and poseses one of 
the longest span total elevated route amongst the highway in Kuala Lumpur, hence the selection of this site as a case study.  The 
highway began its initiation back in 2004, and DBKL conducted a detailed study of the alignment that feeds the next three years, 
including Environmental Impact Assessment and Public Opinion Duta–Ulu Klang Expressway (DUKE), E33, is the main expressway 
network in Klang Valley, Malaysia. The expressway was constructed to provide the essential linkage between New Klang Valley 
Expressway E1 (NKVE), Kuala Lumpur–Karak Expressway 2-E8 and Kuala Lumpur Middle Ring Road 2 (MRR2). The expressway 
used to be known as the Kuala Lumpur North East Expressway (KLNEE). It is the main element in the Kuala Lumpur Structure Plan 
2020 as specified in the Transportation Research of the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) conducted by the Kuala 
Lumpur City Hall (Dewan Bandaraya Kuala Lumpur) (DBKL) in 1985. Construction began in 2006 and was completed in 2009. Built to 
accommodate 120,000 vehicles per day, it was identified by DBKL as one of the main connecting routes to complete the Kuala 
Lumpur Structure Plan 2020. The Jalan Duta–DUKE Interchange was built at the sharp hairpin of the NKVE, and the Jalan Kuching 
Interchange was built at the former Jalan Kuching Toll Plaza owned by Kamunting Corporation Berhad. The route is currently being 
managed and maintained by EKOVEST Berhad. In addition to improving connectivity, DUKE disperses traffic from the city to the 
suburban range through several routes in and out of several branches of the main intersection. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 10: DUKE highway map and location of the case study.   
(Source: http://www.klia2.info/images/tools/highway-map-duke-highway-med.png) 

http://www.klia2.info/images/tools/highway-map-duke-highway-med.png)
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3.2 Site Analysis. 
The activity recorded showcases various formal as well as informal activities within site. Sidewalks and roadside curbs were seen 
being used as informal spaces for commercial activities.  Many of the social and spatial characteristics by the selling of food and 
beverages showcased a publicly owned, flat surface with a constant flow of passer by pedestrians (Figure 11 and 12). The time of 
occurrence usually starts in the morning and selling of food products is usually seized late in the evening as the site gets relatively 
dark and the number of pedestrians in the area dwindles. The commercial activity within site was deemed as informal and temporary 
as it lacks proper amenities such as kiosk, proper sitting area or tables. With regards to the legal status of the activity, it is regarded as 
illegal hence the “dilarang berjaja” signage.  Apart from the space being used for selling of food products, the nature of the space 
which is covered by the overhead deck of the highway allowed the space to be utilized as a temporary shelter by pedestrians and 
motorcyclist from the rain (Figure 13). Other activities and use of space included informal but allowable parking sites; since no marking 
of proper parking lots was observed during the time of the fieldwork (Figure 14 and 15) and vehicles were observed and recorded 
being parked in unmarked open spaces. Vehicles were seen being parked here primarily during the daytime, and as night falls, space 
would be left empty, unused and unattended. The unclear function of the space also attracted illegal activities, as some parts of the 
spaces were recorded being utilized as illegal dumping sites (Figure 16 and 17).  
 

          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 11       Fig. 12 
Fig. 11 and 12: Selling of food and beverages underneath DUKE near the Jalan Pahang – Sentul Pasar Interchange 

(Source: Author) 
 
 
 

Table 1. Summary of the Site Analysis. DUKE – Jalan Pahang – Sentul Pasar Interchange 
 

 
 (Source: Author) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Activity Location Time Site Characteristics Adaptation Status 

Selling of food items Near roadside, on 
road shoulder 

Daytime only, from 
mid-morning to late 
evening 

Adjacent to passing road 
(Jalan Pahang) and 
pedestrian ways  

Temporary, modular and non-
permanent tables and stools 

Illegal but sometimes 
tolerated. Unclear 

Vehicular parking Inner part of the 
space underneath 
DUKE  

Daytime only. 
Morning until late 
evening. 

Expansive, unobstructed 
surface, somewhat 
secluded, dark.  

Some areas have wire fencing, 
but no parking lot markings  

Tolerated, legal. Unclear 
as space is not formal 
parking area 

Temporary shelter 
from weather 

Near roadside 
(Jalan Pahang) 

During rainy 
weather. Day and 
night  

Open space, permanent 
sitting near elevated 
highway‟s columns.  

Permanent sitting made from 
galvanized steel pipe set up by 
the local council to be used as 
sitting/waiting area for 
pedestrians 

Tolerated. Legal  

Waste dumping  Inner part of the 
space underneath 
DUKE 

- Open space, secluded 
area of the site.  

- Illegal  
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                   Fig. 13                                                                      Fig. 14 

 
Fig. 3.23 & 3.24: Pedestrians and motorcyclist taking refuge from the rain underneath the highway. 

(Source: Author) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 15: Some parts of the space being used as an informal parking site. 

(Source: Author) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 16        Fig. 17. 
 

Fig. 16 & 17: Ambiguity and vagueness in specific function are represented in these two photographs.  
(Source: Author) 

 
 
4.0 Findings and Discussion 
The summary of the characteristics of the leftover spaces shown in Table 1 exposes similar characteristics to that of the study 
conducted by Saouma‟s in Beirut (2008). Dark and secluded are the primer character observed underneath the elevated highway. 
Following this, findings of this study can also be linked with research explored by Wall (2011). He discussed several key 
characteristics about the features of interstitial spaces located between or under elevated highways: they are small, irregular and 
enclosed. These characteristics can be associated with the spaces present within the area of the case study. In the case of DUKE - 
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Jalan Pahang Ramp – Sentul Pasar Interchange, the notion of Wall‟s characteristics is observed present; the spaces are indeed small, 
irregular and enclosed. These spaces are made as small as possible, to balance with the need to minimize the area of land for the 
high capacity infrastructure while maximizing the efficiency of the system.  

Through the site observation, it is also apparent that the available spaces under the structure are also irregular in form as they are 
definite to the forms of the overhead structure. The spaces are also enclosed on at least one side, and in this case, it is apparent that 
space is dominated on one side by the expressway. The sense of scale between the infrastructural network and the human activity is 
a contrasting site to view. Human scaled activities present at this site remain insignificant if it was to compare with the function of the 
massive structure positioned overhead. The discontinuation between the interstitial spaces supports the study conducted by Akinci et 
al. (2016) and Bisecker (2015), which highlight the contrast in scale between the structure and the adjacent neighbourhood. Adding to 
this, the massive form and high paced nature of the DUKE intensifies the juxtaposition of scale. Besides, the general characteristics of 
interstitial space as discussed by Wall (2011), the author furthermore highlighted that left-over spaces also generally appear to be 
undefined in use, ownership, management and function. The vacant spaces suggest ambiguity regarding specified use as well as 
function. These leftover spaces project a sense of abandonment and lost opportunities in contrast to the highly managed and planned 
infrastructure above it. 

The characteristics observed from the case of DUKE puts forth several key issues and challenges, the fragmentary nature of these 
lines of infrastructure has sealed off the urban fabric that has minimal connection to the adjacent spaces. As described by Sola-
Morales (1995), these are spaces with unincorporated margins, interior islands void of activity, oversights; these areas are simply un-
inhabited, unsafe, un-productive. In a nutshell, they are foreign to the urban system, mentally exterior in the physical interior of the city, 
its negative image. As described in the KL Structure Plan 2020, infrastructures have caused adjacent spaces and areas or 
neighbourhoods to be divided and that they remain physically close but virtually inaccessible to each other. This key issue is 
significantly apparent through the observation of the case study. The lack of continuity at the ground level regarding support activities, 
scale as well as a definitive space function has caused severe vagueness regarding function and use of the space.  

After careful examination of the case-study presented, it is clear that the case study of the Jalan Pahang – Sentul Pasar 
Interchange under the DUKE possess such characteristics as so often described in various kinds of literature pertaining the topic of 
left over spaces as a result of infrastructural development. The apparent situation calls for a reconsideration of the design discipline 
and paradigm as mentioned by Rico (2011), where the author argues that these spaces need to be critically assessed regarding its 
spatial effects, bio-political production as well as functional performance. The infrastructural landscape has been widely discussed 
throughout the latter half of the 20th century, with various terms coined to describe the emptiness associated with their low level of 
accessibility as well as the potentials that they open for designers (Lerup, 2000; Sola-Morales, 1995). 

Many cities across the world including Kuala Lumpur feature vast quantities of open, fragmented spaces with an urban fabric that 
is made of disconnected patches and large areas of vacant land. Poor planning systems, wasteful and disorderly urban expansion, 
land speculation, and various forms of sprawl are the main factors behind such fragmentation. Both built and natural environments are 
affected by these practices that work against environmental sustainability and the ecology of open spaces inside cities (Angel and 
Civco 2012). Various other cities suffer from unused or undeveloped areas that often include vacant lands or properties in undesirable 
locations or in prime areas that are prone to speculation and missuses.   

One such approach to address this issue is through Planned City Infills (PCI). PCI can act as effective remedies to these problems 
in cities with low densities, various forms of segregation, poor connectivity and inefficient use of existing infrastructure. The approach 
is a very powerful lever for change through “filling up space gaps” (Sustainable Cities Institute 2016) achieves an urban structure that 
reduces spatial ambiguity, optimizes land use and helps preserve and organize open spaces (UN-Habitat 2016). It is argued that, 
through the new urban agenda, planned city infills have the potential to transform central and middle urban areas into vibrant places 
for a more intense community life, as existing vacant sites and underused areas are (re)developed or re-used (The City of Sacramento 
2016). Arrays of possibilities opened up through the adaptive use are seen at the Big Dig, Boston and the reclamation of the 
Cheonggyecheon River in Seoul. These instances portray how the obsolete or underused urban infrastructure through innovative 
design have been salvaged into green infrastructure for walking and biking, informal play and exercise, and social interaction while 
offering a distributed strategy for urban runoff infiltration and habitat provision (Wolch et al. 2014). These green spaces are unlikely to 
offer organized recreational activities, but they can be creatively utilized if designed and planned in a way that would support possible 
spatial usage.  
 
  

5.0 Conclusion and Recommendations 
The findings of this study contribute to a better understanding of the impact of the elevated highway at the case study. 
The analysed literature has supported argument about the extent which satellite city in modern urban planning has 
contributed to the rapid development of elevated urban highways. Although the presence of elevated highway at the study 
area has increased connectivity and mobility among city dwellers, the emergence of leftover spaces has also contributed 
to discontinuity of urban spaces. The leftover spaces found under the elevated highway are small, irregular and enclosed, 
which demonstrate fragmented urban spaces with unclear function. Adding to this, the occurrence of elevated highway 
has validated issue related to infrastructure which caused adjacent spaces that are often inaccessible mentioned in the 
Kuala Lumpur Structure Plan 2020.The urban fabric and its spaces shall be perceived as a system that is well integrated 
and efficiently functioned. Hence, the proactive steps should be taken into consideration by landscape architects, 
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architects, planners and designers alike. The challenges associated with these types of spaces shall be viewed from a 
different perspective. The existence of leftover spaces at the study area of should be taken as opportunities to reimagine 
and reinstate the spaces as a form of urban connector. These interstitial spaces could be transformed into a space that 
supports human scaled activities as a direct contrast to the vehicular scaled activities right above it. The suggested 
approach through PCI seems feasible as an effective remedy for redesigning the unused spaces which could transform 
into a meaningful place with a sense of belonging and attachment. Suggestions for future study could include a prolonged 
observation of a particular site whilst including feedbacks and inputs from local users and surrounding communities in 
order to extend the value of the study as well as provide a more wholistic understanding of a particular site.  
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